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About This Game

Murchison 2 is a merging of the original Narrow Gauge Murchison logging layout with an extensive Standard Gauge rail
network.

By incorporating landscape based on actual New Zealand electronic map data with specially developed Nature Series sets
(animated waterfalls, river splines, textures, cliff splines, rail ledge splines, rock splines), Murchison 2 takes Trainz to a new
level of realism. The result is a photo-realistic colonial layout, set in the steam/diesel transition era, that users can submerge

themselves in for a complete interactive rail experience.

Whether a steam-era NG enthusiast, or solely interested in SG steam or diesel operation, the 440 board Murchison 2 layout
contains a huge variety of interactive and inter-related industries for operational pleasure that will keep the train enthusiast

immersed for 100's of hours of interactive operation.

Key features:

The Murchison 2 pack includes the full NATURE SERIES pack of TRAINZ add-ons. These are used extensively in the
Murchison layout and are also available for use in your own layout building (to add that extra level of photo realism).

Waterfalls - 40 different animated waterfalls with built-in sound

River splines - 188 river splines from pre-built full rivers splines to river sides for assembling you own unique rivers
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Textures - 200 textures from the Lord of the Rings country

Cliff splines - 390 3D textured cliff splines from arid country to mountain cliffs including rail cuttings

Rail Ledge Splines - 408 3D textured rail ledges for creating those unique river gorge and hill country rail effects

Rock splines - 80 3D rock splines.

Layout Specs:

2 years and 3500 hrs in the building

440 boards of spectacular 3D terrain incorporating the NATURE SERIES 1 & 2 sets

Extensive SG and NG inter-related and interactive industries

Set in rural pioneer country

Country towns and rail yards

Steep hills and spectacular high-county, ravines, gully's and Fiords

Fully signaled with Coloured Light Main line signals and Semaphore Branch line signals

Breath-taking realism

Continually changing landscape and terrain

Comes with 28 sessions for quick familiarization

Operational rail ferries - load and move rail ferries between ports

Operational River Steamer - navigate the interactive river lock

Operational aerial flight - explore aboard the helicopter

100's of hrs of operational pleasure

Trackwork:

190 km (120 miles) of scenic SG mainline and branch lines

55 km (34 miles) of NG logging and mining lines

175 km (110 miles) of aerial helicopter route

100 km (63 miles) of Ocean / River ship routes
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trainz simulator murchison 2 free download. trainz murchison 2 download. trainz simulator murchison 2. trainz murchison 2

When I "play" the game, it loads up what looks like a Wiki page describing the updates to the game. Does not open in
1920x1080. This is an older game not designed for current computers. Waiste of my 1 minute figuring things out.

1/10. Absolutely Great, and everything I used worked just as it should. Even sounds and actions were co-ordinated, more than I
can say for Rail Simulator 2013! Pity about lack of instructions though, but that is common in all these simulator games. Lucky
I have crystal balls.. The old and still playable train simulator. If you are looking for cheap train simulator, buy that! You will be
happy.
It doesn't look like the Train Simulator 2015, but it's still classic and playable game! Just check it, if you dont believe me.. not
all the sessions included are playable :( DO NOT BUY. Another Simulator involving trains! Like trains? Get this, don't like
them, walk away.... i changed my mind i love this game its awsome and fun. recently purchased this game, it could and should
be good, plenty of interesting content but it wont save part way through an session , also only 25 of the 58 sessions are accessible
.

currently trying to get some sense out of the publishers support team .
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Heyyo,

Meh, got this game on one of those indie bundles... it's not very fun, nor does it look very good... maybe I'm just not into
hardcore train simulators... but yeh, I can't give it a good recommendation. :P. i changed my mind i love this game its awsome
and fun. bgnhnb vfvhg. people this is only an add-on. If you want a proper train simulator get train sim 2015 half a star out of 5..
its total waste of time and money playing this. i tried to kill people and crash trains for almost an hour before giving up
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